Presented by “Grizzy” at your location for your CSHO’s, consultation personnel
managers, and attorneys.

This seminar has been presented to OSHA CSHO’s, OSHA managers, and
OSHA attorneys at OSHA offices virtually coast to coast with overwhelming
acceptance and success. It is heavily steeped in regulatory compliance,
prima facia, and documentation. It has been specially developed for OSHA.
The handouts alone will save you time and make the regulatory job much easier! The electrical
regulatory information presented at this one day seminar is not available anywhere else!
The key questions needed to locate the correct electrical standard for the condition and AVD.
This is the approach Grizzy uses.
Emerging regulatory enforcement issues. Where is occupational safety and health headed in the
21st Century?
Adherence to consensus standards such as NFPA 70E, as well as other consensus standards
may be helpful in assisting with OSHA requirements however they do not insure compliance with
OSHA standard requirements.
NFPA 70E, the latest edition and why “following it to the letter” could result in willful violations of
OSHA standards.
Employers are asserting compliance with certain consensus standards as an affirmative defense.
What other OSHA offices around the country are encountering regarding this. I’ll provide the
documentation needed to insure the OSHA standard citation prevails.
Enforcement & investigative approach and strategies including interview guides for OSHA’s
Electrical Safety Related Work Practice Standard and NFPA 70E. Questions for “qualified”
workers which will insure establishing a solid training deficiency of the standards.
Critical electrical PPE concerns for CSHO’s (and consultants), which are imperative not only for
your safety but also for eliminating employer defenses.
Interviewing “unqualified” workers including interview guides for OSHA’s Electrical Safety Related
Work Practice Standard. This strategic approach will insure that the usual damaged cords and
missing ground pins will be addressed by employers once and for all.
Overview of some bad federal OSHA letters of interpretation posted online and how they are
hurting OSHA. No hazard, we can’t cite and legally sustain the citation. The issues and the whys.
Let’s not look bad or place ourselves in a precarious position with respect to citations.
Many safety professionals are hard pressed to list the “programmatic” lock out tag out standards
in the 1910. We need to know how many, what they are, and how to select the correct standard
to cite correctly. Emerging LOTO issues.
Investigations in the electric utility industry (1910.269 & 1926 Subpart V), and why we frequently
fail to establish our prima facia case to employee misconduct defenses. What we/OSHA didn’t
know to ask for. The electric utility inside secrets. The questions to ask and the documents to ask
for. This will all but eliminate the usual employee misconduct/isolated incident assertions.
Also any other electrical issues encountered in your office/jurisdiction? Just ask and I’ll address
them.

